Job Ref DK02515

Project Manager R&D
Denmark
Job reference:DK02515

Are you an experienced Project Manager with solid R&D knowledge? If so, you could have the chance to
influence the future strategy and product portfolio for your area. You will be part of District Energy – R&D
for Electronics Controls in Nordborg and have 8 committed and skilled colleagues.

Implement competitive solutions
As Project Manager you will direct and distribute work assignments in our R&D projects. You will have
responsibility for establishing DEN’s future platform in the area of SCADA solutions, network solutions
and communication interfaces for control products (district heating solutions). Your prime objective will
be to implement competitive SCADA and communication solutions for our new ECL Comfort 310 control
platform. On top of that, you ensure that our future control platforms are supported with the right system
solutions for our customers. In order to achieve this you participate in the development process for the
SW/HW area for electronics controls and communication systems. You will also be a part of a global
project manager team, where experience of new tools will be shared. As such you are responsible for the
entire project cycle from the first business establishing stage through unrolling until the final milestone
has been successfully passed.
In this job you will have significant influence on the business specifications and lead your projects with
external and internal stakeholders. Further, it is crucial that you develop a close and positive interface
with system integrators, partners and Danfoss’ sales offices in markets where SCADA solutions are sold.
You can anticipate some travel activity in the area of 20-40 days a year.
Experienced Project Manager with software programming skills
Our new Project Manager R&D should either have a Bachelor’s or a Master’s degree in IT / Software
Engineering. Besides, you are an experienced Project Manager with heavy insight into R&D and
communication solutions for control systems. It is important that you have software-programming skills,
and if you master German, it will indeed be a plus. Moreover, you have a global mindset and take a
glowing interest in finding the right technological solutions to support our customers’ needs. As a person
you are known for your good cooperation skills and for your ability to motivate and delegate
responsibility to your project members in a respectful and appreciative manner.
For further information about the position,
please contact R&D Director, Ole Stenderup at +45 7488 4491 or Project manager Per Ballegaard +45
7488 4223.
Danfoss District Energy is the leading supplier of controls and heat exchanger solutions for district
heating and cooling applications. We specialise in components and solutions that are used in district
energy stations, and contribute towards achieving optimum energy efficiency in the transition from
district energy to usable heating, hot water and air conditioning.
Danfoss A/S is one of Denmark’s largest industrial companies. We have an annual turnover of around
DKK 22 billion, and have around 26,000 employees worldwide.
We provide solutions within Climate and Energy, a sector we see as a major driving force in the future
world economy. We show leadership in business through reliability, excellence and innovation. No matter
where you find yourself at Danfoss, the customer is at the center. Our work reflects our corporate
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behavior; trustworthy, innovative, global, with respect for local cultures and constantly working towards
sustainable results.
.
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